The Vito
Panel van and Dualiner
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The Vito. Nothing fits your business better
Today, more than ever, the success of a business depends on its ability to work
efficiently and react flexibly. With this in mind, the Vito offers an impressive range
of variants, a wide spectrum of applications and many trend-setting technical
solutions which make it ideally qualified to fit your usage profile, your business and
your specific transport needs. And because we believe in taking things to their
logical conclusion, you’ll find that the Vito is not only practical and economical, but
also very enjoyable to drive. So you can count on the Vito to help with employee
motivation, too.

With its winning combination of maximum cargo space, compact exterior dimensions and easy handling, the Vito panel
van defines how state-of-the-art vehicle tech
nology can be applied to the commercial
sector to produce a wide range of variants
capable of meeting highly specific requirements. Plus the Vito follows in the footsteps of a long line of Mercedes-Benz vans
by offering a high degree of safety, reliability
and economy.
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Concept

▸ 3 vehicle lengths (compact/
long/extra-long) and 2 roof heights
▸ Load capacity up to 6.49 m³
(long Vito with high roof)
▸ Payload of up to 952 kg, or,
optionally, 1122 kg
▸ Space for up to three Europallets in line,
depending on vehicle length
▸ Extensive safety equipment, including
Adaptive ESP®
▸ Choice of 4 powerplants: 4 CDI diesel
engines* from 70-150 kW (95–204 hp)

▸ 4-cylinder CDI engines with optional
diesel particulate filter
(standard for 6-cylinder CDI engine)
▸ Rear-wheel drive for dynamic and consistently neutral handling
▸ Comfortable workplace, easy handling
and tremendous ease of loading
▸ Standard-fit ASSYST service interval
indicator for prolonged service
intervals and lower service costs
*4-cylinder CDI engines with piezo injectors expected
to be available from 11/2006

Three vehicle lengths and two roof heights:
out with the old and in with the Vito
The Vito range allows you to configure vehicles which are capable of coping with the
most diverse transport jobs and load situations in the class up to 3 tonnes. Every
variant has its own distinct character and specific capabilities: with a vehicle length
of 4.75 metres, the compact Vito measures up admirably when it comes to coping
with congested city centres and narrow entrances. The long Vito has the same wheelbase
but a 245 mm longer rear overhang – all of which benefits the load capacity without
impacting the vehicle’s handling or manoeuvrability. The extra-long Vito, which features
an extended wheelbase, quite simply offers a vast amount of space.

▸ Full details of Vito weights and dimensions
can be found starting on page 32
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Var iants

3200

▴ The compact Vito

▾ The long Vito, load capacity with standard/high roof

3200

▾ The extra-long Vito

3430

The panel van: state-of-the-art versatility
Whatever your line of business the Vito panel van has every angle covered, offering
you a vast range of individual options. And whatever the vehicle length, you can count

on a large, extremely usable cargo space which is easy to load – both from the rear
and from the side – thanks to large door openings and a low loading sill.

A real capacity for hard work
Open up the doors of the Vito’s load compartment and you’ll be amazed at its usability:
its practical features and numerous, intelligent, system-based solutions give it the
flexibility to cope with a wide range of tasks and allow operators to individualise its
configuration for specialised transport applications. Just some of the many reasons
which make the Vito such a sound investment in financial terms, too.

With plenty of space for crates, boxes, bags
and pallets as well as loose and bulky
items, the Vito panel van is living proof that
an extremely versatile interior is possible. It can be precisely configured to suit
your company’s requirements and offers
everything you need for your daily work:
▸ Payload of up to 952 kg, or, optionally,
up to 1122 kg
▸ Space for up to three Europallets in line,
depending on vehicle length
▸ Wide sliding doors on both sides
(W x H 985 mm x 1259 mm,
920 mm x 1259 mm for vehicles with
partition) allows side loading by fork lift

▸ 1277 mm through-loading width between the wheel arches allows you to
even load Europallets sideways
▸ Tailgate with particularly large
opening angle of approx. 90° is standard
on vehicles with a standard roof
▸ Hinged rear doors, standard on vehicles
with high roof, optional for vehicles
with standard roof – can be secured
open at 180°
▸ Height of load compartment is 1.35 m,
or 1.76 m in high-roof vehicles
▸ Loading height just 56 cm for unladen
vehicle
▸ 20 cm through-loading facility under
front seats for items up to 19 cm high

▸ Flat load-compartment floor with
anchoring lugs
▸ A rail system for securing the
payload is available in combination
with the standard wood floor
▸ Side-wall panelling – painted hardboard,
continuous interior panelling
up to roof height available as an option
▸ Various partitions and cargo-retention
grilles are available as options
▸ Roof rack for max. roof load of 150 kg
available from accessories range

▸ Standard equipment in vehicles with a standard roof: a tailgate which opens particularly wide
▸ The symmetrical hinged rear doors (standard for vehicles with a high roof) can be secured open at 180°
▸ The professional approach: the ‘Cargo’ equipment package offers a high degree of flexibility for securing loads thanks
to a wooden floor with an integrated rail system, sidewall anchoring rails as well as straps and load-securing rings
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Vito panel van

Passengers or payload? The Dualiner keeps your options open
With space for up to six occupants in addition to a sizeable load of cargo, the
Vito Dualiner is in its element whenever there’s a need to transport people as well as
equipment or goods. It goes without saying that this variant of the Vito also offers
an outstanding degree of flexibility: you can choose between standard and high-roof
models (long Vito), the practical standard version and the superb “Comfort” package,
not to mention various seating configurations and numerous options.

A combination of panel van and minibus,
the Vito Dualiner is in its element as a
space and payload-optimised load carrier:
with a load length of 1.38 to 1.85 m between the optional rear seat row and the
tailgate or rear doors, all three vehicle
lengths offer plenty of space for tools and
materials. The optionally available “Comfort”
package gives the Dualiner high-quality interior panelling throughout, creating a
pleasant atmosphere and providing the
rear passengers with useful features such
as rear speakers and a bottle holder.
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Vito Dualiner

▸ Highly flexible thanks to speed and
ease with which the triple rear bench
seat unit can be removed
▸ Windows in the front cargo area
between B and C-pillars
▸ Tough wooden floor
▸ Three vehicle lengths available,
optional high roof for long body
▸ Large twin sliding doors
(W x H 985 mm x 1240 mm)
▸ Cargo area of up to 2.66 m² possible
behind rear seating row, depending
on vehicle length
▸ “Comfort” package with full interior
panelling

Factory-fitted to meet your every need
The Vito with a refrigerated body: the best and easiest way of combining a practical,
application-specific solution with the qualities of the Vito. As well as profiting
from many intelligent features and years of experience, you benefit by having the com
plete van supplied straight from the factory – at every stage from consultation
and vehicle configuration through to actual delivery, you deal with the same supplier
and can therefore count on optimum cost transparency.

The Vito with refrigerated body fittings
The Vito for refrigerated goods is based
on the long version with a standard roof.
It complies with the new DIN standard for
refrigerated vehicles (heat-transfer coeffi
cient of well under 0.4 W/m²K). The innovative insulation and refrigeration concept
is complemented by side-wall guide rails
which are provided as standard, as are
the integral drainage system and the alu
minium floor panels. The load capacity
is 3.5 m³, while the through-loading width
between the wheel arches is 1210 mm.
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Industr y solutions, ex-factor y

Plus a wide range of special equipment,
including a self-cleaning system for the
cargo space, an independent refrigeration
system and a chilled airflow curtain,
allows tailored solutions. Incidentally:
as the refrigeration system operates independently of the engine, the driver and
passenger can at last enjoy all the benefits
of a factory-fitted air-conditioning system
for the cockpit.

Where business meets pleasure. The interior of the Vito
When you’re working under constant pressure to meet deadlines and contending
with overcrowded roads every day, you appreciate anything that makes your job easier.
That’s why the comfortable, ergonomic interior of the Vito is a real motivator. And
because drivers do a better job in a working environment which makes them feel good,
there are real benefits for the whole business.

You immediately feel at home in the Vito.
The low entrance, generously sized driver’s
area and comfortable seats ensure a feeling
of well-being, even on longer trips, while the
high-quality materials and ergonomically
arranged controls – including the conveniently located, easy-to-use joystick-style
gear lever which allows easy through-cab
access to the side and rear – make the cockpit a great place to be.
Key items of standard equipment:
▸ Driver airbag
▸ Power-assisted steering
▸ Steering wheel adjustable for height
and reach
▸ Driver’s seat with wide range of adjustment options, all seats with heightadjustable head restraints

▸ Central locking with radio remote
control
▸ Front electric windows
▸ Numerous stowage options, e.g. for
A4 documents and clipboards, mobile
phone, drinks, logbook or pens
▸ Cup holder in centre console
▸ Stowage area in passenger seat frame
▸ Powerful, 5-speed heating and ventilation
system
▸ Warm-air duct to passenger compartment
in Vito Dualiner (up to B-pillar)
▸ Window aerial
▸ Standard-fit 6-speed manual transmission,
in combination with the 4-cylinder CDI
engines
▸ 5-speed automatic transmission in combination with the V6 CDI engine (optional
for the CDI engines with 85 and 100 kW)

Further special equipment:
▸ Passenger airbag
▸ A variant of the dual passenger seat,
with additional stowage space beneath
the centre seat
▸ Comfort seats for driver and passenger
▸ Fully-automatic air conditioning system

Get a better grip on the road
A high-performance chassis, sophisticated electronic systems and high-torque
engines make driving the Vito a sheer pleasure, whether it be in town, on long trips
or at the construction site.

Developing 150 kW (204 hp) and a peak
torque of 440 Nm, the V6 CDI engine for
the Vito is ideally equipped to tackle the
toughest of tasks, yet remains extremely
economical. As is the case in all of the CDI
diesel engines, the fuel is injected into
the cylinders with the utmost precision
by state-of-the-art piezo injectors. Compared to conventional solenoid valves, this
technology ensures lower fuel consumption, fewer emissions and quiet engine
operation. And whichever of the four CDI
powerplants you choose, you can be sure
of one thing: the dynamic handling qualities
of the Vito are licensed to thrill!

▸ Three high-torque 4-cylinder
CDI engines* with optional diesel
particulate filter
▸ A powerful 6-cylinder CDI engine,
with a diesel particulate filter fitted
as standard
▸ Rear-wheel drive for improved traction,
better climbing ability, excellent
handling (even when fully laden) and
reduced torque steer
▸ Agile handling thanks to small turning
circles (11.80 m or 12.50 m for
short and long wheelbase respectively)
▸ Optional air suspension with
automatic level control at the rear axle

▸ Standard-fit ASSYST service interval
indicator for flexible oil-change
intervals based on the actual intensity
of vehicle usage
▸ Substantially reduced maintenance
scope translates into pleasingly
low maintenance costs
▸ Start-off assist as an option for vehicles
with manual transmission
▸ Fully-galvanised body for improved
corrosion protection
*4-cylinder CDI engines with piezo injectors expected
to be available from 11/2006

The safety concept
Nothing fits your business better – a claim which the Vito lives up to not only with
its outstanding practicality and economy, but also with its exemplary safety concept.
Once again, the Vito demonstrates to great effect that, even in the van sector, it is possible
to put the needs of the user first.

Standard equipment for the Vito includes
the latest-generation Electronic Stability
Program (ESP®) called Adaptive ESP®.
For the first time, this system takes account
of the current vehicle load as a key influ
encing factor and thus represents a further
positive development in the van segment.
Adaptive ESP® is just one of many active
safety components which interact with the
passive safety systems in the Vito to
provide an outstanding level of occupant
protection.
The Vito – a “Safetyplus Vehicle”
The Vito has been awarded the “Safetyplus
Vehicle” certificate by the two independent
testing organisations DEKRA and TÜV. Based
on a standard series of tests, the certificate
is awarded to vehicles which display exemplary active and passive safety features.

Requirements that have to be met include
the inclusion of specific equipment such
as disc brakes, ABS, ESP® or load-securing
rings. Plus the vehicles have to successfully
pass dynamic tests in which vehicle handling is evaluated when changing lanes or
braking on bends, for example.
▸ Adaptive ESP® Electronic Stability Programme in combination with anti-lock
braking system (ABS), acceleration skid
control (ASR), electronic brake force
distribution and brake assist (BAS)
▸ Disc brakes all round
▸ Three-point seat belts on all seats; with
belt tensioners for driver and passenger
▸ Full-size driver airbag as standard
▸ Optional passenger airbag or dual passenger airbag*

▸ Optional windowbags and thorax
sidebags for driver and passenger
▸ Safety body with high-strength
load-bearing members
▸ Safety steering column
▸ Large safety tail lights
▸ Cargo-retention grilles and a number
of partition variants are available
▸ Optional safety-related features such as
a navigation system or the Parktronic
parking and manoeuvring aid are available
▸ Optional anti-theft alarm system with
or without interior monitoring
▸ Tyre pressure monitoring system as
an option
*In combination with dual passenger bench seat

▸ The figure (left) shows simulated airbag activation
(maximum deployment) – for illustrative purposes only
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Safet y

Everything you need for the job in hand
The better equipped a van is for the job in hand, the easier and more efficiently the job
can get done. And this is another area where the Vito really shines: as well as an
extensive standard equipment package, it comes with a wide range of special options
and accessories, giving you all the individual options you need.

▯ Clear-glass headlamps
The powerful H7 dipped-beam headlamps feature a state-of-the-art clear-glass
design, ensuring a supremely even spread and excellent range. Plus there
is an integrated range adjustment function. The white side indicators add to
the air of sophistication.

▯ Tailgate
The tailgate with a particularly large opening angle of approx. 90°
is standard on Vito vehicles with a standard roof.

○ Hinged rear doors
Symmetrical hinged rear doors are standard for the Vito with high roof
or optional for vehicles with standard roof – can be secured open at 180°.

▯ Driver airbag
When combined with a fastened seatbelt, the driver airbag increases
the level of occupant protection in the event of a frontal collision.
○ Passenger airbag* and dual passenger airbag*
A passenger or dual passenger airbag are available as optional equipment.
*The figure shows simulated airbag activation (maximum deployment) – for illustrative purposes only
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St andar d eq uipment and optional extr as

▯ Standard equipment    ○ Optional equipment

○ Windowbags*
If used in conjunction with fastened seat belts, windowbags for the driver
and passenger can reduce the risk of head and facial injuries in the event
of a severe side collision.
*The figure shows simulated airbag activation (maximum deployment) – for illustrative purposes only

▯ Adaptive ESP® Electronic Stability Program
The latest-generation dynamic handling control system takes the vehicle’s
load status into account for the first time.

▯ ASSYST service interval indicator
The ASSYST service interval indicator helps to reduce service costs:
it allows flexible oil change intervals of 18,000 miles (or two years) on average,
based on the intensity of vehicle usage.

○ Diesel particulate filter
The new particulate filter for diesel engines from Mercedes-Benz removes
over 95 percent of the soot particles from diesel exhaust emissions.
A continuous regeneration process prevents the filter from becoming
clogged and thus dispenses with the need for fuel additives (optional
for the 4-cylinder CDI engines, standard for the 6-cylinder CDI engine).

▯ Steering wheel adjustable for height and reach
The wide adjustment range ensures that drivers of different sizes
quickly find a seating position to suit them. The power-assisted steering
makes manoeuvring easier.
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○ 5-speed automatic transmission for CDI engines
The automatic transmission is specified as standard in conjunction with
the V6 CDI engine or available as an option for the 4-cylinder CDI engines
developing 85 and 110 kW. It assists the driver by making it easier to start
off, manoeuvre and park, especially on uphill or downhill inclines.

▯ Front electric windows
With one-touch control and obstruction sensor, operated using switches
in the door panels.

▯ Heating and ventilation system
Powerful, 5-speed heating and ventilation system with “long-range” nozzles.

○ Luxury dual passenger bench seat with table function
Allows a third person to travel up front. The centre backrest can be folded
down to provide a work surface or stowage area. Both passenger seats
are equipped with 3-point seat belts. A two-seater bench without the table
function is fitted as standard.

▯ Door lining with stowage facility
The driver and passenger door linings each contain a spacious stowage
compartment with a bottle holder (for 1.5-l bottles).
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St andar d eq uipment and optional extr as

▯ Standard equipment    ○ Optional equipment

▯ Driver’s seat with wide range of adjustment options, including seat
height adjustment
The wide adjustment range ensures that even drivers of different sizes
can always find the optimal seating position. The driver and passenger seat
are fitted with height-adjustable head restraints.

○ “Sound 20” radio
An FM/AM tuner with RDS and a CD player. Connectivity options for
a CD changer, a networked mobile phone pre-installation with hands-free
system and an AUX socket (e.g. for an MP3 player).

○ “Sound 50 APS” radio/navigation system
Reliable route guidance and up-to-date multimedia functions in a single unit:
4.9-inch TFT colour display with arrow-based navigation for the whole
of Europe, CD-player, dynamic route guidance, twin radio tuner and much more.

▯ Through-loading facility for front seats
Perfect use of space: the Vito gains an extra 20 cm of loading length thanks
to the through-loading facility under the driver and passenger seats.

○ Cargo-retention grille with access opening
The two-section cargo-retention grille protects the driver and passenger
from shifting loads. Also allows easier cargo stacking.
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○ ‘Top Load’ equipment package
Top Load is ideal for anyone who has to carry passengers and unwieldy
or long items at the same time. The package comprises two basic carrier bars
for the roof, a matching ladder rack with roller and a set of cargo lashing
straps (not available if roof rails are specified).

○ ‘Cargo’ equipment package
The professional way to optimise the Vito panel van for distribution work –
the Cargo package is designed to secure the load in line with your industry
requirements: it consists of the standard wooden floor with integrated
cargo retainers (rail length depends on body length), a side-wall anchoring
system as well as straps for lashing the load.

▯ Standard equipment    ○ Optional equipment
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Accessor ies

Further equipment options
Dualiner Panel
		
van

Dualiner Panel
		
van

Interior

Technical features

Ceiling light in load compartment

▯

▯

Comfort driver/passenger seat (with optional thorax sidebag)

○

○

5-speed automatic transmission²⁾
(for V6 CDI engine)

▯

▯

Digital quartz clock

▯

▯

6-speed manual transmission (for 4-cylinder CDI engines)

▯

▯

Dual passenger bench seat

▯

▯

ASSYST service interval indicator

▯

▯

○

Diesel particulate filter³⁾

○

○

○

Tachograph

○

○

3-point seat belts for all seats

▯

▯

▯

▯

Dual passenger bench seat (luxury version)

○

Full-width partition with sliding window, permits through-loading

–

Full-width partition, permits through-loading

○

–

Leather sports steering wheel and leather shift/selector lever

○

○

Leatherette upholstery

○

○

“Mateo” seat upholstery fabric

▯

▯

Adaptive ESP® (Electronic Stability Program) in combination
with ABS, ASR, EBD and BAS

Quick-release attachment system for seat rows

▯

–

Anti-theft alarm system

○

○

Rev counter

▯

▯

Disc brakes all round

▯

▯

Side wall panelling – painted hardboard

▯

▯

Driver airbag

▯

▯

Triple bench seat for 1st row of rear seats

▯

–

Electronic immobiliser

▯

▯

▯

Front stabiliser

▯

▯

Halogen fog lamps

▯

▯

Headlamp Assist with light and rain sensor

○

○

Exterior

Manual headlamp range adjustment

▯

▯

Attachment facility for roof carrier system (on standard roof)

▯

Passenger airbag

○

○

○

Rear air suspension

○

○

▯

▯

Warning lights for oil level, coolant level, brake fluid,
brake pads, lamp failure and door closure

▯

Wooden floor

▯

Bumpers and rub strips finished in vehicle colour

▯
○

▯

Safety/chassis

High roof¹⁾

○

○

Seat-belt tensioners for driver and passenger

Hinged rear doors (180° opening)

○

○

Third brake light

▯

▯

○

Thorax sidebags

○

○

▯

Twin passenger airbag⁴⁾

○

○

○

○

○

○

Light-alloy wheels (6.5 x 16")
Load-compartment sliding door on both sides

○
▯

Tailgate

▯

▯

Tyre pressure monitoring system

Towbar (ball-type)

○

○

Windowbags

Central locking with radio remote control

▯

▯

Driver’s seat with wide range of adjustment options
including seat height

▯

▯

Front electric windows

▯

▯

Glass tilting/sliding sunroof, electrically operated

○

○

Grab handles in rear

▯

–

Heated exterior mirrors, electrically adjustable

○

○

Heating/cooling air duct to passenger compartment

▯

–

Multifunction leather steering wheel

○

○

Parktronic parking and manoeuvring aid

○

○

Power-assisted steering

▯

▯

“Sound 5” radio with CD player

▯

▯

“Sound 20” radio with CD player

○

○

“Sound 50 APS” radio/navigation system

○

○

“COMAND APS” control and display system

○

○

Start-Off Assist (if manual transmission specified)

○

○

Steering wheel adjustable for height and reach

▯

▯

Tempmatic air-conditioning system

○

○

Thermotronic automatic climate control system

○

○

Tinted glass with band filter on windscreen

○

○

Comfort

Radio and communication systems

▯ Standard equipment   ○ Optional equipment   – Not available
¹⁾Only for Vito panel van or Dualiner with long body
²⁾Automatic transmission is standard for V6 CDI engine, available as option
for 85- and 110-kW CDI engines
³⁾Special equipment for the 4-cylinder CDI engines, standard for the 6-cylinder CDI engine
⁴⁾In combination with dual passenger bench seat
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Our services. Professional in every respect
There is one factor which is intrinsic to all the unique qualities which characterise our
vans: the people behind the Mercedes-Benz brand. People who do their job with the
same professionalism as you do yours. And who are committed to working with you on
any van-related issue to find a solution which genuinely deserves to be described as
“customer-focused”. From identifying the best vehicle configuration right up to preparing
a tailor-made package of services. Because there’s no solution like a professional solution.

Our vehicle services, mobility packages,
individual leasing and financing options –
and much more besides – can help your
business to operate competitively and costeffectively. Your Mercedes-Benz van dealer
will be happy to provide you with detailed
advice on what is available and what best
suits your needs.

Discover the story behind
the Mercedes-Benz vans
Mercedes-Benz and vans – a continuous
success story which has brought many
innovations. The new Mercedes-Benz
Museum in Stuttgart-Untertürkheim offers
fascinating insights into the history of
the automobile and the Mercedes-Benz
brand. See you there!

▸ In the UK, the Vito benefits from a twoyear manufacturers’ warranty and, in
addition, a third year dealer warranty up
to 125,000 miles (terms and conditions
apply).
▸ Service24h – help around the clock in
almost every country in Europe
▸ With over 2700 outlets, we have one
of Europe’s most concentrated service
networks for vans
▸ Assured mobility with MobilityGo
▸ The MercedesService Card provides access
to a comprehensive range of services
and a cashless payment facility when
travelling
▸ Attractive, customised leasing and finance
plans
▸ Concentrate on your core business thanks
to advanced vehicle operating schemes
from Mercedes-Benz CharterWay

Ser vices
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Technical data

Model

109 CDI

Engine

111 CDI

115 CDI

OM 646 DE22LA¹⁾

No. of cylinders/valves per cylinder

120 CDI
OM 642
DE30LA

4/4

4/4

4/4

6/4

in-line

in-line

in-line

V 72°

Bore [mm]

88.0

88.0

88.0

83.0

Stroke [mm]

88.3

88.3

88.3

92.0

Displacement [cc]

2148

2148

2148

2987

Compression ratio

18 : 1

18 : 1

18 : 1

18 : 1

Rated output [kW/hp]

70/95

85/116

110/150

150/204

at engine speed [rpm]

3800

3800

3800

3800

Arrangement

Rated torque [Nm]
at engine speed [rpm]

250

290

330

440

1400–2400

1600–2400

1800–2400

1600–2400

75 (9)

75 (9)

Fuel type

Diesel

Tank capacity (reserve) (l)
Mixture preparation

75 (9)

75 (9)

Electronically controlled direct injection with common rail,
exhaust-gas turbocharger and intercooler,
with piezo injectors

Battery [V/Ah]

12/74

12/74

12/74

12/74

Alternator [V/A]

14/180

14/180

14/180

14/180

Drive system

Rear-wheel drive

Towing capacity [kg] braked
unbraked

2000
750

1500–2000²⁾
750

1500–2000²⁾
750

2000
750

Increased perm. gross
combination weight [kg]

4600

4270–4770/
4440–4940³⁾

4270–4770/
4440–4940³⁾

4770/4940³⁾

Increased towing capacity [kg]
(special equipment), braked,
manual automatic transmission

–

–/2500

2500/2500

2500/2500

Increased perm. gross
combination [kg] weight
(optional extra)

–

–/5300³⁾

5100/5300³⁾

5100/5300³⁾

Torque curves*:
Nm

Torque

450

440 Nm

400

350

CDI engine OM 646 DELA¹⁾

70 kW

(95 hp)

CDI engine OM 646 DELA¹⁾

85 kW (116 hp)

CDI engine OM 646 DELA¹⁾

110 kW (150 hp)

CDI engine OM 642 DELA

150 kW (204 hp)

330 Nm

300

290 Nm

250
250 Nm
200

150
1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

4500

5000

5500

Engine speed rpm
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Model r ange, engines, technology

*CDI engines with piezo injectors certified to EU4/III (standard-specification
4-cylinder CDI engines have no diesel particulate filter, 6-cylinder CDI engine
has diesel particulate filter as standard); petrol engines certified to EU4/I
¹⁾4-cylinder CDI engines with piezo injectors expected to be available from 11/2006
²⁾Depending on the rear axle ratio
³⁾Permitted GVW of the towing vehicle is 2940 kg

Fuel consumption and emissions

Fuel consumption for vehicles registered as passenger cars
Model

109 CDI

111 CDI

115 CDI

120 CDI

Fuel consumption¹⁾ [l/100 km manual/automatic transmission]
EU4 emission
standard
without diesel
particulate
filter
EU4 emission
standard with
diesel
particulate
filter²⁾
EU4 emission
standard with
diesel
particulate
filter²⁾ and high
roof³⁾

urban

11.8/–

10.6/11.4

10.6/11.4

–/–

extra-urban

7.4/-

6.8/7.0

6.8/7.0

–/–

combined

8.9/-

8.1/8.6

8.1/8.6

–/–

238/–

217/230

217/230

–/–

11.9/–
7.5/–
9.0/–

10.7/11.5
6.9/7.1
8.2/8.7

10.7/11.5
6.9/7.1
8.2/8.7

–/11.9
–/7.5
–/9.2

242/–

221/234

221/234

–/244

CO2 emissions¹⁾,
combined [g/km]
urban
extra-urban
combined
CO2 emissions¹⁾,
combined [g/km]
urban

11.9/–

11.6/11.9

11.6/11.9

–/–

extra-urban

7.6/–

7.6/7.8

7.6/7.8

–/–

combined

9.1/–

9.0/9.2

9.0/9.2

–/–

CO2 emissions¹⁾,
combined [g/km]

244/–

242/247

242/247

–/–

Fuel consumption for vehicles registered as commercial vehicles
Based on kerb weight as per 80/1268/EEC and a constant speed of 90 km/h
Model

109 CDI

111 CDI

115 CDI

120 CDI

Fuel consumption¹⁾ [l/100km manual/automatic transmission]
Panel van
without diesel
particulate
filter
Panel van
with diesel
particulate
filter²⁾
Dualiner
without diesel
particulate
filter
Dualiner
with diesel
particulate
filter²⁾

Output (kW)

70

85

110

150

Rear axle ratio

3.727

3.273 st.

3.455 opt.

3.273 st.

3.455 opt.

2.923

Standard roof
High roof³⁾
Output (kW)

6.9/–
–
70

6.4/6.8
–

6.5/–
–

6.4/6.8
–

6.5/–
–

–
–
150

Rear axle ratio

3.727

3.273 st.

3.455 opt.

3.273 st.

3.455 opt.

2.923

Standard roof
High roof³⁾
Output (kW)

7.0/–
7.8/–
70

6.6/7.0
–/7.8

6.7/–
7.6/–

6.6/7.0
–/7.8

6.7/–
7.6/–

–/7.4
–
150

Rear axle ratio

3.727

3.273 st.

3.455

3.273 st.

3.455 opt.

2.923

Standard roof
High roof³⁾
Output (kW)

6.9/–
–
70

6.4/6.8
–

6.5/–
–

6.4/6.8
–

6.5/–
–

–
–
150

Rear axle ratio

3.727

3.273 st.

3.455 opt.

3.273 st.

3.455 opt.

2.923

Standard roof
High roof³⁾

7.0/–
7.8/–

6.6/7.0
–/7.8

6.7/–
7.6/–

6.6/7.0
–/7.8

6.7/–
7.6/–

–/7.4
–

85

110

85

110

85

110

¹⁾The figures indicated have been calculated in accordance with the specified measuring methods (currently applicable version of Directive 80/1268/EEC).
The data do not refer to individual vehicles, nor do they form part of the specification. Their sole purpose is to allow comparisons between different vehicle models.
The fuel consumption and emissions figures depend on the vehicle model and the selected emissions rating
²⁾Diesel particulate filter is special equipment for the 4-cylinder CDI engines with piezo injectors. The all-wheel drive versions, the high-roof versions
and the 6-cylinder CDI version are available with a diesel particulate filter as standard
³⁾High roof only available for long version of Vito
The figures indicated here are based on vehicles without additional equipment
Fuel types: premium unleaded DIN EN 228 RON 95 for petrol engines, diesel as per DIN EN 590 for CDI engines
The figures indicated were correct at the time of going to press
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The Vito panel van – overview

Body
Wheelbase

Compact
[3200 mm]

Long
[3200 mm]

Extra-long
[3430 mm]

4.65
922–952/1092/1122²⁾
2770/2940²⁾

5.19
894–924/1064–1094²⁾
2770/2940²⁾

5.68
867–897/1037–1067²⁾
2770/2940²⁾

–
–
–

6,49
895–915/1065–1085²⁾
2770/2940²⁾

–
–
–

2.63
1028–1055²⁾
2940²⁾

3.16
1000–1027²⁾
2940²⁾

3.65
973–1000²⁾
2940²⁾

–
–
–

3.95
987²⁾
2940²⁾

–
–
–

Panel van with standard roof
Load volume [m³]
Payload¹⁾ [kg]
Perm. GVW [kg]

Panel van with high roof
Load volume [m³]
Payload¹⁾ [kg]
Perm. GVW [kg]

Dualiner with standard roof
Load capacity behind rear seat row [m³]
Payload¹⁾ [kg]
Perm. GVW [kg]

Dualiner with high roof
Load capacity behind rear seat row [m³]
Payload¹⁾ [kg]
Perm. GVW [kg]

¹⁾Figure according to Directive 92/21/EC, version 95/48/EC for standard-specification vehicles. Optional equipment and accessories
will generally increase this figure and reduce the payload capacity accordingly. The payload indicated for the Dualiner assumes that the rear seat row is not fitted
²⁾GVW can be uprated optionally by means of equipment code XA2
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Var iants, weigh ts and dimensions

The compact Vito
Vehicle length [mm]
Load area [m²]
Load volume [m³]
Max. loading length¹⁾ [mm]
Perm. gross vehicle weight (GVW) [kg]
Payload [kg]
for 2.77 t GVW
for 2.94 t²⁾ GVW
Max. roof load [kg]
Turning circle [m]

Panel van
4748
3.36
4.65
2424/2624
2770/2940²⁾

Dualiner
4748
1.88
2.63
1378/–
2770/2940²⁾

922–952
1092–1122
150
11.8

–
1028–1055
150
11.8

¹⁾Measured at floor height (without/with through-loading facility), without partition
²⁾GVW can be uprated optionally by means of equipment code XA2
³⁾In accordance with DIN 70020: includes driver (68 kg), luggage (7 kg), all operating fluids and fuel tank 90 % full

Panel van

1264

1396

H

1902*

1650

1277

1259

1353

985

1901
2241

3200
4748

H up to approx. 556* mm

2424

Dualiner

1264

1396

H

1902*

1650

1277

1259

1353

985

1901
2241

3200
4748

1400

H up to approx. 556* mm

*Unladen
All dimensions in mm
All figures for standard-specification vehicles
All-wheel drive vehicles are approx. 60 mm higher
and have approx. 56 mm higher loading height
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The long Vito
Vehicle length [mm]
Load area [m²]
Load volume [m³]
Max. loading length¹⁾ [mm]
Perm. gross vehicle weight (GVW) [kg]
Payload [kg]
for 2.77 t GVW
for 2.94 t²⁾ GVW
Max. roof load [kg]
Turning circle [m]

Panel van
4993
3.76
5.19
2667/2869
2770/2940²⁾

with high roof
4993
3.76
6.49
2667/2869
2770/2940²⁾

Dualiner
4993
2.29
3.16
1623/–
2770/2940²⁾

with high roof
4993
2.29
3.95
1623/–
2770/2940²⁾

894–924
1064–1094
150
11.8

884
1054
150
11.8

–
1000-1027
150
11.8

–
987
150
11.8

¹⁾Measured at floor height (without/with through-loading facility), without partition
²⁾GVW can be uprated optionally by means of equipment code XA2
³⁾In accordance with DIN 70020: includes driver (68 kg), luggage (7 kg), all operating fluids and fuel tank 90 % full

Panel van

1279

1396

H

1902*

1650

1277

1259

1353

985

1901
2241

3200
4993

H up to approx. 562* mm

2667

Panel van with high roof

1630
1396
H

2328*

1650

1277

1259

1760

985

3200
4993

1901
2241

2667

H up to approx. 562* mm

Dualiner

1279

1396

H

1902*

1650

1277

1259

1338

985

3200
4993

1901
2241

H up to approx. 562* mm

1650

Dualiner with high roof

1630
1396
H

2328*

1650

1277

1259

1745

985

3200
4993

1901
2241
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Var iants, weigh ts and dimensions

1650

H up to approx. 562* mm

The extra-long Vito
Vehicle length [mm]
Load area [m²]
Load volume [m³]
Max. loading length¹⁾ [mm]
Perm. gross vehicle weight (GVW) [kg]
Payload [kg]
for 2.77 t GVW
for 2.94 t²⁾ GVW
Max. roof load [kg]
Turning circle [m]

Panel van
5223
4.14
5.68
2897/3099
2770/2940²⁾

Dualiner
5223
2.66
3.65
1853/–
2770/2940²⁾

867–897
1037–1067
150
12.5

–
973–1000
150
12.5

¹⁾Measured at floor height (without/with through-loading facility), without partition
²⁾GVW can be uprated optionally by means of equipment code XA2
³⁾In accordance with DIN 70020: includes driver (68kg), luggage (7kg), all operating fluids and fuel tank 90 % full

Panel van

1264

1396

H

1900*

1650

1277

1259

1348

985

1901
2241

3430
5223

H up to approx. 560* mm

2897

Dualiner

1264

1396

H

1900*

1650

1277

1259

1348

985

1901
2241

3430
5223

1880

H up to approx. 560* mm

*Unladen
All dimensions in mm
All figures for standard-specification vehicles
All-wheel drive vehicles are approx. 60 mm higher
and have approx. 56 mm higher loading height
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Glossary

Adaptive ESP®
Electronic Stability Program
Adaptive ESP® is a dynamic handling control
system which operates based on the
vehicle’s load status. In critical driving
situations, it applies a specific braking
force to individual wheels and adjusts the
engine output as required. These measures
help the driver to stabilise the vehicle.
Note:
ADAPTIVE ESP® can only act within the
laws of physics. If the driver exceeds
these limits, even Adaptive ESP® will not
be able to prevent an accident!

Brake Assist (BAS)
In tests carried out in the driving simulator,
our research engineers established that
drivers do not apply the brakes vigorously
enough during emergency braking. This
finding led them to develop the Brake Assist
system. From the speed at which the brake
pedal is depressed, Brake Assist is able to
detect a situation where emergency braking
is required. In such a situation the system
automatically increases braking power,
aided by the anti-lock braking system (ABS)
which prevents the wheels from locking
up. If the driver significantly reduces the
brake pressure, the additional brake servo
effect is immediately switched off and the
brakes operate as normal.
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Glossar y

Anti-lock braking system (ABS)
The anti-lock braking system (ABS) prevents the wheels from locking during
braking. Speed sensors continuously monitor the speed of each wheel. If ABS detects
that a wheel is at risk of locking up, the
brake pressure is reduced. When the danger of locking has been averted, the pressure is increased again. ABS helps the
driver to maintain steering control of the
van, even during emergency braking.

Acceleration skid control (ASR)
At the first signs of wheel spin, that is
to say if the rotational speed of one of the
drive wheels suddenly increases, ASR
intervenes in the brake system, reduces
the engine power and also intervenes to
prevent extended wheel spin. ASR ensures
smooth start-off and acceleration, without
extended wheel spin or sideways drift. The
result is improved traction – and safety –
particularly on split-friction or slippery
surfaces.

Electronic Brake Force Distribution (EBD)
Electronic brake force distribution (EBD)
proportions the braking force between the
front and rear wheels as required, in order
to optimise braking efficiency in all driving
situations. In this way the system prevents
“overbraking” of the rear wheels, which
could cause the tail to start sliding. At the
same time EBD puts less stress on the front
brakes, which reduces the risk of fading
due to overheating.

Start-off Assist (AAS)
In vehicles with manual transmission,
Start-Off Assist enhances comfort when
moving off, especially on uphill or downhill
slopes, making the driver’s job much
easier. Once the brake pedal has been
released, the brake pressure is maintained
for approximately two seconds, thus
allowing the driver to move his their foot
to the accelerator pedal without the vehicle
rolling backwards or forwards. The brake
pressure is immediately reduced as soon
as Start-Off Assist detects that the driver
wishes to move off.

Driver and passenger airbags
A driver and passenger airbag or dual
passenger airbag are additional passive
safety components. They provide enhanced
protection for the belted occupants in the
front and therefore act as a supplementary
restraint system which complements the
seat belts (with belt tensioners and belt force
limiters) in the event of a severe frontal
collision.
Note:
Front airbags in no way diminish the
need for occupants to fasten their seat
belts correctly at all times.

Load restraint
A number of dynamic forces are generated
when a vehicle and load are in transit.
These can lead to uncontrolled shifting,
slipping, tipping or rolling of unsecured
cargo – with the result that the risk of an
accident is increased. With their standard
load restraint features as well as numerous

Windowbags and thorax bags
The Sprinter can be equipped with window
bags and thorax bags to complement the
driver and passenger airbags. In a severe
side impact, the windowbag serves to
increase the degree of protection available
for the head of the occupant on the impact
side. It deploys in the area of the side
windows. Housed in the outside bolsters
of the seat backrests, thorax bags deploy
in severe side impacts in the area of the
side window on the impact side and are
designed to provide increased protection
for the thorax of the seat occupant.

optional systems and a comprehensive range
of accessories, Mercedes-Benz vans help
operators to secure loads expertly and professionally. Features offered by the Vito
include standard-fit load-securing points.
Cargo-retention grilles, various partitions
and a rail system are available as special
equipment.

▸ Top left and centre figures: load restraint is primarily
achieved by placing loads against the front or rear
bulkheads and the sides of the vehicles, and then
filling any gaps. It is also possible to use aids
such as braces, bars, partition nets or cargo barriers
(direct load restraint)

▸ Top right figure: loads can be tied down to the floor
using lashings. This increases friction between
load and floor, preventing slippage (indirect load
restraint)
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Upholstery
The high-quality fabric and man-made leather upholstery lines for the Vito are
designed for heavy-duty use. They are easy to care for, hard-wearing and underline
the visual elegance of the interior.

▸ “Mateo” upholstery
Hardwearing, dirt-resistant, breathable
fabric upholstery. The standard upholstery
has a contemporary, fresh design

▸ Leatherette upholstery
The heavy-duty alternative: washable,
particularly easy to care for and extra
hard-wearing, in refined matt grey
(optional)
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Upholster y and paintwork

Paintwork

arctic white

dark violet

mellite yellow

aqua green

atlantis blue

velvet red

The standard paint finishes shown here are only a fraction of those you
can choose for your Vito. Metallic paint finishes* can also be specified.
Over 100 additional special colours are optionally available.

magma red

carbon black metallic*

brilliant silver metallic*

jasper blue metallic*

amber red metallic*

andradite green metallic*

lugano grey metallic*

*Metallic paintwork available as special equipment
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Take-back of end-of-life vehicles. Coming full circle
At the end of its long life, you can return your Vito to us for environment-friendly disposal in accordance
with the EC End-Of-Life Vehicle Directive. But that day lies a long way off.
The take-back of end-of-life vehicles applies in accordance with national regulations to vehicles up to 3.5 tonnes gross weight.
The Vito has met the requirements governing the suitability of a vehicle’s design for reuse and recycling for a number
of years now. A network of vehicle take-back depots and dismantlers has been established which will process your vehicle in an
environment-friendly manner. The ways in which both vehicles and parts can be recovered are subject to ongoing
development and improvement. Consequently, the Vito will be able to comply with any future increases in the recycling quota within
the stipulated time limits. Further information is available from www.mercedes-benz.com or your national hotline.
Please note: changes may have been made to the product since this brochure went to press (31.05.2006). The manufacturer
reserves the right to make changes to the design, form, colour and specification during the delivery period, provided
these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed reasonable with respect to the purchaser. Where
the vendor or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or the subject of an order, no rights may
be derived solely from these. The illustrations and descriptions may refer to accessories and items of optional equipment which are
not part of standard specification. Colours may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure, owing to the limitations
of the printing process. This brochure may also contain models and services which are not available in individual countries.
This brochure is distributed internationally. Information given regarding statutory regulations, legal requirements and taxation
and the consequences thereof applies to the Federal Republic of Germany only and is correct at the time of going to press.
Please consult your Mercedes-Benz dealer for final details.
DaimlerChrysler AG, Stuttgart
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